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Mould & Blood

The estate echoed to the sounds of anger. Locals had gathered to protest against the closure of the Sure Start 

Centre and, in no time at all, they’d been joined by black-hooded anarchists who’d taken the opportunity to 

stage a generalised riot. With an ironic twist, the shattering of the Centre’s windows would mean it would be 

closed a while regardless.

Malcolm turned away from the sight of a masked and hooded figure waving a black-and-red 

bicolour flag in the midst of the glass fragments, and headed away as quickly as possible, back to his flat.

He wondered what the country was coming to: overwhelming immigration, war, cutbacks, riots – it 

was worse than the ‘80s. The whole country was collapsing into anarchy! What it needed was an old-

fashioned dictatorship to sort things out. He spat in disgust when he saw the large graffito that covered the 

wall beside the door to his block, a sinuous design in red and black: obviously the work of those anarchist 

yobs, marking their territory in their battle with the police. Bring back the birch, he said. Bring back hanging! 

Even hanging was too good for them!

Inside, the block was no better than the rest of the estate. The stairwell stank of stale urine and was 

scattered with rubbish. It was crumbling and vandalised. It was just typical of the system that he was stuck 

here, in this waking nightmare of poverty and broken dreams, whilst some foreigner was milking it and living 

in some mansion, pumping out dozens of kids! He kicked a half-empty can of bitter down the stairs in 

frustration.

Malcolm’s own single-bedroom flat was just as bad. Tiny and cramped with walls caked with 

mould. He’d been onto his landlord repeatedly about the blight, but nothing had been done. It was like 

smacking his head against a brick wall trying to get something done about it and he’d more or less given up 

on it, accepting the smell and constant chestiness that went with it. On the news, the Housing Association 

had even attempted to blame the tenants for the mould in their own homes, as if they were all to blame for 

leaks and condensation. That was typical!

A loud bang made him jump. Some idiot had detonated a firework in the undercroft of the building. 

Loud noises and bright flashes seemed to satisfy simple minds.

He’d just settled down to watch the telly – not that there was really anything worth watching despite 

all the extra digital channels – when there was a knock on his door. He ignored it, but the knock was 

repeated. Probably idiot kids. The knock was repeated for a third time. 5



With a sigh, Malcolm hauled himself up and out of the tired old beige sofa and made the short walk 

to the door.

Looking through the peephole, he could see a youth in a black hoodie. It looked like one of the yobs 

he’d seen earlier. He wondered what he wanted. He couldn’t see his face and that made him nervous. There 

seemed to be a badge, maybe a gang emblem, like the head of a court jester, on the chest of his hoodie.

Fitting the door chain, he opened the door a crack and asked what he wanted. The figure raised his 

head to look at him and Malcolm saw that it was Steve, a kid from down the passage. A bit of a berk, like all 

the kids these days, but not too bad, and, being from his floor, owed a certain measure of neighbourly respect.

“I need to come in, Malc,” Steve said.

“What?”

Steve looked kind of agitated and sounded sort of strange, like he was high on something; hardly an 

uncommon occurrence around here, although he’d never known Steve to go on a drug-fuelled rampage like 

some of his peers.

“I need to come in, Malc. I gotta come in, right now; gotta show you summit.”

“Show me what?”

With an inarticulate cry of frustration, Steve slammed into the door, the security chain ripping easily 

away from the damp-rotted wood of the doorframe. The door slammed into Malcom, staggering him 

backwards into the flat.

Steve burst in, shouting something about laughing that made no sense to Malcolm but sounded 

exactly like the crazed ramblings of a druggie. Malcolm recoiled in fear; he could see a knife in Steve’s hand. 

He’d read about youths flipping out on drugs and going on a killing spree. Or, maybe this was a gang 

initiation. Maybe it was both.

Malcolm looked wildly around for a weapon with which to defend himself, but there was nothing. It 

was in that moment that Steve’s knife found him, plunging into his side, once, twice, then a slash across his 

throat. The last thing he saw before darkness engulfed his vision was a swirl of red upon black as blood 

sprayed across the mould-caked wall. The last words he heard were “The joke’s on you!” None of it made 

any sense.

Ends
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Black Flag, Red Flame

Glass crashed and orange and red flames danced into life behind the sparkling cascade of shards as another 

firebomb was thrown. All along the street, shops were ablaze and the homes above them, their inhabitants 

fleeing in terror before the red flames that licked towards the dark night sky. The street thronged with rioters, 

a mass of anarchists and opportunists taking advantage of the chaos to loot and steal. At one end, seemingly 

impotent, a gaggle of police dressed in black protective overalls cowered behind Perspex shields, fearful of 

the barrage of missiles being hurled their way. Amidst the throng despoiling the street, a lone flag of plain 

black was held aloft, like a rallying point, a rectangular void against the red flames illuminating the scene.

He was revelling in the violence, the adrenaline rush as he smashed and struck and stole, his 

iPod providing a soundtrack of hatred to his actions, the latest Laughing Man single proving singularly apt. 

His first target had been to trash a Tesco Express, smashing windows, toppling displays and spray painting 

hollow denunciations of capitalism on the walls, before nabbing himself some snacks to keep him going for 

round two, which had involved taking what he could from some small music store – he had managed to snag 

a few posters and t-shirts with the visage of his idol on them, which pleased him no end.

Now, he was helping to set a bank branch on fire, chanting slogans against the bankers and the 

government that were ruining the world in ways he couldn’t comprehend and couldn’t care less about. Just as 

long as he could destroy and fight and take what he wanted, he had little care for the issues involved.

With a roar, the upper floor of one of the buildings in the terrace fell, releasing a cloud of dust 

and soot and sending flames spitting high. That set up a cheer and reinvigorated the crowd.

Their bloodlust rising, the crowd surged towards the police with him trailing in their wake. At 

the head of the crowd, leading the charge against the phalanx of shields, albeit moving without passion, were 

two figures in the dark hoodies that appeared to be the uniform of the horde. Separating one of their prey 

from the pack, they fell upon the hapless policeman, tearing away his helmet, shield and protective vest 

before rending, slashing and stabbing in a frenzy of liberated violence.

Following the crowd, he took hold of a brick from the collapsing building; it was still warm 

from the fire, its red surface scorched with black. Pulling his arm back, he let it fly to shatter against the 

shieldwall, before running forward to hurl himself against it in turn, thrashing wildly with his hands and feet.

A truncheon swung down and smashed into his skull, causing stars to sparkle into existence 

before his eyes like the shards of glass spilling onto the street. With a sickening lurch, he fell to the hard road 

surface. A second blow struck him and his vision began to fade as a pattern of red coiled out onto the black 

tarmac beneath his face. As his vision faded to darkness and he ceased to sense anything more, he heard The 

Laughing Man’s mocking voice over his headphones as he concluded his rap with the refrain: “The joke’s on 

you...”

Ends 7



Black Night, Red Flame

The High Street was a pathetic shell of what it had been in times gone past. Thirteen years of Labour had 

brought it to its knees and, now, the Credit Crisis was putting the boot in. Even the charity shops had 

suffered. Every other shop he passed as walked along appeared to be shut. There were a couple of takeaways, 

of course, vomiting out obese chavs to crowd the pavement, and an off-licence struggling to compete with 

the supermarkets that undercut it on price. The office of an asbestos removal firm was the only new business 

on the street and the lettings agency next door to it had signs in its windows advertising fireworks for sale; it 

was late October, just before Hallowe’en, and Bonfire Night was drawing near – already kids were letting 

rockets fly and chucking bangers around and generally making a noisy nuisance of themselves. Between 

them, the poppy-sellers and the damp and cold, he hated this time of year.

An old man, nearly bald except for a few wispy strands of white hair, thrust a tray of poppies 

towards him as he passed the newsagent, but he dodged around him and continued on his way. The red poppy 

on the breast of the old man’s black greatcoat reminded him of the splash of blood from a gunshot wound; he 

had seen a couple of those in the neighbourhood.

Turning off from the High Street, he made his way onto the housing estate that he was forced to call 

home, an oppressively grey and brutal architectural monstrosity long overdue for demolition and, now, in 

these straitened times, unlikely to be replaced any time soon. A large graffito of sinuous red curves on a 

background of black covered the wall beside the door to his block.

Swiping his keyfob to activate the security door, he entered. His was one of the few blocks that still 

had an unvandalised door, although it only worked intermittently, regardless. The cracked tiles of the 

entrance hall were an uninviting, tired red that reminded him of the red mud transforming Hungary into a 

uniformly ruddy landscape. Somebody had seemingly laid them under the misapprehension that they gave the 

otherwise grey and bland, brutalist architecture a touch of class.

Slowly, shuffling with the gait of one who had had to climb far too many stairs in his life, he 

travelled up to his floor. The stairwell stank of stale urine and was scattered with rubbish. He knew that 

nobody here would have to worry about the proposed government cap on housing benefit. The place was a 

dump. His own single-bedroom flat was not much better, being cramped with only a toilet, shower room, 

lounge/kitchenette, and tiny cupboard, and in a bit of a mess with mould and flaking paint. Given half a 

chance, he would be anywhere but here. 8



The window of his tiny lounge looked out across the estate’s tower blocks and various office blocks 

beyond, giving an unparalleled view of urban blight. Looking out over the building, he watched the transition 

from day to night as the sky, turning bloody, grew black. There seemed to be few lights – few people 

appeared to be home and it looked as if the council was saving money by keeping the streetlights off; the 

most obvious were the red lights atop certain of the taller buildings. Suddenly, with a loud crack, a firework 

exploded a hundred yards or so away, forming a bright red flower for a moment in the blackness. The sudden 

noise and flash made him jump in surprise.

A second flash followed a moment later, but that wasn’t what startled him this time: the momentary 

surge of light had illuminated two figures standing in the corner of the room – a corner he knew had been 

empty seconds before.

Bewildered and terrified, he staggered backwards across the room as another flash illuminated the 

two figures – now, several steps closer. Flicking the light switch and bathing the room in orangey light, he 

was shocked to discover them standing right before him. They wore hoodies of a sort of beige colour, grimy 

seeming, and had their heads lowered so that he couldn’t see their faces. At any moment, he knew, they 

would raise their faces to gaze upon him and he was certain they would be hideous to behold. There was no 

sense seeking refuge in denial. He was certain that he was doomed. Their heads snapped up to face him and 

he looked into eyes that no longer were – if they ever had been – human. He screamed.

A hand slashed at him and his throat tore open, venting a stream of blood. The bright red shower 

gushed over the two figures, splattering their tops, turning them from beige to red to a black that merged with 

the darkness enveloping his vision as he slumped to the floor and, as he died, he recalled a scrawl on the wall 

of the stairwell he had seen on his way up: The joke’s on you!

Ends 9



Tricked?

She hated this time of year. She hated the damp, the dark and the cold that began to set in. She hated the 

fireworks that exploded with such terrifying noise overhead. But, most of all, she hated the trick-or-treaters 

who seemed so intimidating in their masks with their demands for treats and who would dole out vandalism 

to those who refused to treat them or to answer their doors to them. She had read in the ‘paper, a few years 

before, of a house that had been firebombed when they’d failed to bribe them to leave them alone, and had 

lived in fear of such an attack every year since.

Unable to just lock her door and hide away, she’d invested in an extra-strong chain and a large box 

of sweets with which to dissuade them from acts of aggression. She’d open the door and thrust some sweets 

at them and, then, quickly shut it again. So far, this evening, her ploy seemed to be working and the few 

trick-or-treaters that’d visited so far had been and gone without trouble. She supposed that was one good 

thing about living near the top of a tower block with a perpetually-broken lift: relatively few such 

troublemakers took the stairs so far. She was seldom bothered by Jehovah’s Witnesses or doorstep sellers, 

either, which suited her fine. The only ones it didn’t seem to deter were the loan sharks, but she’d the sense 

to ignore their offers of easy money.

There was another knock at the door, this more slow and methodical than those before. Warily, a 

little wearily, she went to answer it, but, looking through the spy-hole, she couldn’t see anyone there. 

Assuming it was kids playing what was doubtless, to them, an amusing prank, she ignored it and went back 

to her television.

Again, the same odd knocking. Exasperated, she went to the door. Once again, there was nobody 

there. But, this time, she noticed that the wall opposite her door had been defaced by a graffito in red and 

black paint that declared, ominously, They want to come in. It was probably kids, alright, but she shuddered 

to wonder exactly how they intended their prank to conclude...

A further knock. She didn’t want to go check, as if doing so was to validate the yobbish game that 

they were playing. She had no desire, anyway, to actually open the door to them. Yet, to do nothing was to 

invite retaliation – flour over the peephole, at best. Why did some people get off of bullying others? Why 

couldn’t they just leave her alone? 10



Reluctantly, she went to the door, looked through the peephole. This time, she was a little surprised to 

see people out there; two of them.  Like so many of the local chavs, when it came to trick-or-treating, their 

only concession to costume was hideous masks: not that she could see them clearly as their heads were 

bowed and their faces were obscured by the hoods of the unpleasantly grey-beige tops that they wore – the 

colour of washed-out blood. One was barely in view, but the other was stood right in her field of vision and 

raised his head as if to gaze at her, although she knew that he couldn’t see her. As he raised his head, she saw 

the freakish, lumpy face that she’d thought was a mask. Suddenly, she wasn’t so sure.

She retreated along the corridor and cowered against the wall. This wasn’t right. Not right at all. She 

was shrieking, an inarticulate combination of cries to God for salvation and begging the two beings to leave 

her alone. Not that she had anything to offer them to leave her alone as she was certain they had no interest in 

the sweets she had to hand. She’d no idea what to do, with them standing out there, just waiting.

She remembered the graffito – the graffito she’d assumed they’d written on the wall – and the 

message seemed to state their intention. They wanted to come in. But, why would they want to come in? 

What terrible plan did they have for her? Shrieking, she prayed that the door would hold and keep them out.

It didn’t. They hammered loudly upon the door until it, suddenly, burst open. It was as if her worst 

nightmares had taken form and this was a terrible trick being played upon her with no option of using a treat 

to send them on their way: unless, of course, she was to imagine she was to be their treat.

From somewhere, she wasn’t sure where, as they slowly advanced on her, she heard a voice chant a 

rap; the only words she could make out were not reassuring: “The joke’s on you!” the voice spat. “Death 

awaits those who fall into the clutches of the Laughing God!”

They loomed over her and reached out with doughy hands, tearing at her. Blood splashed across their 

hoodies and seemed to merge its colour into them. The pain was unbearable and she wailed with it, hoping 

that it would soon end. It did; she didn’t live for long. The rapper had been right; death had, indeed, come for 

her...

Ends
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Black or Red?

Black or red? That was the question perplexing Sam’s mind. Whether to bet his money on black or on red. 

The interactive casino was an obsession for him, had been ever since Sam discovered it via late-night 

television. Whether the spin of a roulette wheel or draw of a card, he couldn’t help but bet on it. He lost far 

more than he won, even when he stuck to the fifty-fifty odds of black or red coming up. He knew he ought 

not to do it, but he just couldn’t help himself, couldn’t help but try his luck one more time, hoping that it 

might have turned and he might have some luck. So, he kept throwing his money away – it wasn’t as if he 

had anything more worthwhile to do with it.

Sam wished the betting was on all the time. Every spin of the wheel was unique, unlike the repeats 

and adverts that seemed to fill the daytime schedule; that or news which was always bad. He especially hated 

it when the government went on about taking his benefits away. They were always on about the unemployed 

being spongers. There were no jobs in the area and most people on the estate and in the surrounding area 

were unemployed. If the government really cared, they ought to do something to create jobs. Then, they could 

criticise! To him, the threat to take his benefits away just made him all the more willing to risk it on a bet – 

make hay while the sun shines, as his dad always said – just in case he was no longer in a position to do so.

But, it was getting late and he was getting tired, starting to nod off. The woman presenter had a 

soporific voice that droned on and on about the latest spin way beyond anything useful or interesting. He 

found he was only making one bet in every two or three, although the only difference that made was that he 

lost his cash a little more slowly.

Suddenly, a raucous laugh wrenched Sam back to wakefulness. He looked at the TV screen and saw 

that it was filled with a black face like that of a clown in negative, or an old-style minstrel caricature, with a 

false, painted-on red smile across his lips. He was startled, never having seen a presenter such as this on the 

show before.

“The lost and the damned play their game,” chanted the face.

“Whatever the result, the end's the same,

“Do you have the guts to do what you must do,

“Or, will you discover that the joke’s on you?” 12



Maybe, he’d accidentally touched the remote whilst he was sleeping and this was some sort of rap 

music show. But, no, it didn’t appear to be – a roulette wheel had just replaced the face, spinning 

mesmerically, only for the face to reappear, this time speaking:

“Hey, Sam!” it cried, surprising him. Was he dreaming? “Are you ready to take a chance? Dare you 

make a bet? Dare you bet your life?”

It had to be a dream. “My life?” he murmured.

“Yes, your life. Dare you bet your life on a single spin of the wheel? Black or red, that’s the bet. A 

straight fifty-fifty split. Get it right and get an amazing reward; get it wrong and... well, you lose your life... 

Dare you?”

“Sure, whatever.” Hell, it was just a dream.

The picture on the TV screen changed again, this time showing a wide view of a roulette table, 

flanked by two figure, wearing hoodies that hid their downcast faces. One was dressed in red the colour of 

fresh blood; the other wore a hoodie the black colour of congealed blood. He wasn’t sure why blood was 

uppermost in his thoughts, although the two figures made him think of Ant and Dec on that show they’d 

recently presented. Yes, this dream had to be inspired by that.

“Place your bet,” came the disembodied voice of the face, “red or black – which will it be?”

He thought about it a moment. It was a fifty-fifty chance, and what did it matter anyway? It was only 

a dream. He decided just to pick one and chose the first in the pairing.

“Red,” he said.

“Red, it is,” replied the disembodied voice. The red figure placed a red token on the roulette table 

beside the wheel, whilst the figure clad in black span the wheel and dropped the ball onto it where it began to 

spin.

13
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Sam watched closely as the ball skittered across the spinning wheel, bouncing off unnumbered red 

and black segments until finally it came to rest. His heart sank.

“Black!” exclaimed the face as it once more filled the screen. “Sorry, Sam, Lady Luck wasn’t true – 

and, now, Sam, the joke is on you...”

Suddenly, he realised that the two figures from the roulette table were, now, standing either side of 

his television set. He blinked and, suddenly, they were standing virtually on top of him, either side of the 

worn comfy chair in which he was slumped.

“The joke is on you...” the voice repeated as the two figures produced a pair of dull, bloodstained 

blades. Looking up at them, Sam could see their horrendous faces and recoiled in terror, pressing down into 

his chair as far as he could go as they loomed over him.

In unison, the two blades slashed at him, tearing skin and releasing a spray of blood that coloured his 

clothes a vivid red and ran in rivulets down the now-black screen. The awful pain and strange numbing 

sensation that followed told him that this was no dream and that the darkness into which he was slipping was 

one from which he wouldn’t awake.

He wondered what would’ve happened had he chosen black instead, but not for long. Soon, it was all 

black and he knew nothing more.

Ends



Red & Black

We had come to the flat in search of the supernatural, Dan, Richard and myself. Richard knew someone who 

worked in the Council’s Department of Housing and had heard the tale from him about a family vacating in a 

hurry after being haunted. The Council had its doubts about that, but they had made a rumpus about their 

human rights, so nobody had wanted to risk saying ‘no’, regardless of how bizarre they thought the reason for 

their move request. It was thanks to the same contact that we had, quite against the rules, managed to gain 

access to the flat.

We had taken Richard’s car and parked in the undercroft beneath the building. There were 

only two other cars parked down there, and one of those was a burnt-out wreck slapped with a couple of 

‘police aware’ stickers. Richard was not too happy about leaving his car there as we had passed a band of 

unruly-looking chav teens slouching about in the block entrance as we drove into the estate who looked just 

the sort to indulge in a spot of vandalism. The reason why there were so few cars, other than the fear of theft 

and destruction, was that the block was half empty and the people left in it were down on their luck.

The occupancy of the block was being wound down due to demolition plans, but, with the 

recession, that had been put on hold, especially due to a lack of alternative housing options. As it was, the 

lack of inhabitants only added to the aura of neglect.

We entered through what was meant to be a secure entrance but was anything but secure: the 

heavy metal door was hanging off its hinges like the flimsy front door of a shack. That led into a dirty, dingy 

stairwell that smelt as if it had been used as a toilet recently. The windows were covered by metal security 

screens that admitted little light, of which there was precious little, anyway, this time of year, and most of the 

wall lights either didn’t work or were flickering alarmingly, leaving the stairwell unpleasantly dark.

When we arrived on our destination floor, it was almost as bad as the stairs: the passageway 

was narrow and enclosed, running between two sets of doors. The windows at one end were boarded over, 

whilst those at the far end were missing, allowing ingress to a modicum of light and a chilly breeze. The floor 

showed signs of having been mopped at some point in its history, but only so far as the dirt had been swirled 

into circular patterns and congealed in piles against a peculiarly out-of-place, formerly-beige skirting board.

15



About halfway down the corridor, we found the door to the flat we wanted. The varnished 

wood of the door was scraped and, like the corridor walls, tagged with graffiti, and half the number was 

missing from it. Dan slipped the key into the lock, turned it and opened the door. We went inside. The flat 

was nothing much to look at: two bedrooms, a lounge, separate bathroom and toilet, a tiny kitchen, a little 

cupboard. All of them had tired grey walls except the two bedrooms, one of which had been painted pink and 

had the posters suitable for a little girl stuck to the walls and the other was a heavy red with black touches. 

The furniture was minimal – I’m not sure if the family had not been back to collect their property or had just 

cherry-picked the best, leaving the rest. Either way, it really wasn’t very inviting. The small balcony off the 

lounge held a single pot with a dead-looking shrub in it; I kept away as it was glass fenced and I have a 

problem with heights.

We spent some time looking around. Nothing strange or supernatural happened; it was all 

rather boring. We had brought a magnetometer and a thermometer, but they registered nothing anomalous. I 

set a video camera up in the lounge in the hope that it might pick something odd up during our time there.

The closest thing to a supernatural occurrence we experienced whilst searching the place was 

an odd noise from the lounge after we put on the light which proved to be a cranefly or daddy-longlegs 

flapping ridiculously against the bulb until it finally gave up and came to rest on the ceiling nearby, looking 

like a jumbo-sized mosquito.

However, despite nothing actually happening, we soon began to feel on edge, nervous, jumpy. 

The atmosphere inside the chilly flat was oppressive. I actually felt scared, despite there being absolutely no 

rational reason for my fear, no cause at all. I have been in situations where something odd can startle you or 

where something you cannot place plays on your mind – the sound of that cranefly could have been an 

example had we not realised what was making the noise – causing fear to slowly well-up inside you, but this 

was different; this was something deeper and inexplicable. Soon, my heart was pounding and I was inclining 

strongly towards leaving; after all, it was not an official investigation in any sense, we could abandon it 

freely; or we could leave the camera, hope it didn’t walk off, and return the next morning when it was a bit 

brighter.

16



Outside, it had started to drizzle and the light was rapidly fading. Even the lights in here 

seemed to fade, just a little. They were those eco-bulbs, not incandescent, so maybe that had something to do 

with it; they lack the forceful glare of their predecessors, if you ask me.

Not having quite decided to leave, Richard and I had sat ourselves down in the lounge where 

we fidgeted slightly and barely talked; we sat in near-total silence, almost as if we were afraid of attracting 

attention to our presence.

Dan, however, had been more affected by the tense atmosphere than us. From somewhere, he 

had obtained sticks of red and black chalk: I’m not sure if he brought them with him or had picked them up 

in that child’s bedroom. We heard him scrabbling around in the narrow entrance hall of the flat which ran 

from right to left from the front door past the lounge/kitchen, the bedrooms, toilet, bathroom and cupboard. 

The soft sound grew somewhat off-putting until, eventually, we had to go see what he was doing.

Dan was on his hands and knees in the hall before the flat’s front door working with manic 

speed and repetition at a chalk design on the grey-tiled floor. A rectangle of black filled the space before the 

door and was veined with a strange red curling pattern that twisted in on itself and seemed to blur as I gazed 

at it. The nature and meaning of the symbol escaped me, but something about the shape and the way in which 

Dan kept grinding the chalk into the floor to better define it made my heart beat even harder and faster. 

Despite this, I, strangely, felt ever so slightly better – not only did the curious chalk drawing give me 

something specific to feel scared of, even if the fear was irrational, but also fascinated me as I wondered at it.

“What is it?” I asked him. “What are you doing?”

Dan didn’t look up, didn’t actually acknowledge me. I just heard him say something like 

“outside the door.”

Perplexed, I bent over his chalk drawing, careful not to step on it and smudge his creation, and 

placed my hands on the door to steady myself before leaning forward to press my eye to the peephole to look 

into the passage outside.
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I recoiled in horror: there were two figures out there! Both wore a sort of grey-beige hooded 

top. The taller one, who stood a little back and to one side, was barely in the field of vision for the peephole, 

yet something about his or her pose did not seem right. But, it was the other one that terrified me: with its 

hood up, I could see nothing of its features as the head was bowed. But, it slowly began to raise its head and I 

jerked back in fear as I caught the merest glimpse of a lumpy, inhuman face.

Although I suppose there was always the possibility of them being a pair of hideously-

deformed chavs, I knew they were anything but human. As much as that brief glimpse of the one’s face had 

told me that, it was, once again, a feeling that I had to contend with. A horrible icy feeling flowed down my 

spine as I recoiled. How had Dan known they were there? I had heard nothing. Equally, why were they there? 

What were they doing just standing there on the other side of the door? My head was full of questions. 

Perhaps the worst one of those was the one that slithered into my conscious mind a minute later: was the 

pattern that Dan had been drawing intended to act as a ward to keep them out – or, had the patterns he had 

made acted as a means of summoning them to the door? I had a terrible feeling that what Dan had drawn 

was, effectively, a welcome mat and invitation. I wondered how long the two had stood there and how long it 

would be before they tried to enter the flat. My sense of fear began to grow rapidly, disturbingly.

Richard had joined us and was asking what Dan was doing and why.

“They want to come in,” Dan stated blandly, pausing just a moment from grinding black chalk 

into the floor.

“Who?” Richard asked, bemused.

“Outside. Two of them,” I told him. “Hoodies... Well, they’re wearing hoods – I don’t think 

they are human...”

“They want to come in,” Dan stated again.

As if to mark his words, a pounding upon the door began with his final word.

Richard swore and backed away into the lounge.

Dan just kept scribbling, a strange, lopsided grin on his face.
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It was then that I made a split-second decision that I’m still not a hundred-percent certain was 

a bad call. I pushed Dan aside and scuffed the chalk pattern into a formless sprawl of dust.

Dan began to giggle wildly and utterly unlike himself. “The joke’s on you!” he yelped. “Death 

awaits those who fall into the clutches of the Laughing God!”

Suddenly, the door began to splinter as pallid, grey fists pounded their way through the thin 

wood. I know the door wasn’t that strong, but whoever – whatever – was battering at it was making easier 

work than I’d’ve expected.

I’ve always been a great believer in discretion being the better part of valour, so I decided to 

retreat. Turning tail, I scarpered down the passage towards the bedrooms, Dan giggling in an unpleasantly 

high-pitched tone behind me, as wood crunched and splintered free.

I heard them, whatever the two figures were, smash their way into the flat, so I leapt into the 

first of the bedrooms, the one with the red walls, and slammed the door shut. I looked for what I could shove 

against the door in order to barricade it shut and realised, with a sinking feeling, that the room had the same 

combination of red and black that had formed the pattern Dan had chalked before the front door; I even 

noticed unpleasantly suggestive swirls in the brushstrokes that had supplied the red paint to the walls.

As I turned, my foot caught something beside the door and it clattered to the old vinyl floor. It 

was a framed photo with the legend ‘The Laughing Man’ emblazoned across it in jagged red letters. I 

recoiled in shock – a sort of clown stared up at me from within the frame: rather than the traditional white 

face, this clown’s face was pitch-black in colour, almost blending into the black of the background and the 

clothes he wore, with a bright-red smear across his lips, red circles on his cheeks and bloody-red surrounds to 

his eyes. The eyes seemed peculiarly dead and, presumably through the use of contacts, the picture seeming 

to be a photograph, an equally-deep red in colour as the eye make-up. A sort of badge on the lapel of his 

jacket reproduced in miniature the symbol that Dan had earlier scrawled.
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I heard agonized screams from the lounge – the two things had got Richard. As neither had 

followed me into the bedroom– I having been distracted by the picture from barricading the door – I was 

assuming that they had gone for him as the nearest target. I decided to make an attempt to escape. I know it 

seems callous and cowardly to abandon him like that, but I doubted I could do anything to save him and, yes, 

am a strong believer in self-preservation. Besides, I had no desire to stay with that vile clown face grinning 

up at me with those dead eyes.

I dashed down the now-empty corridor to the shattered remains of the front door and the 

smeared remnant of Dan’s pattern on the floor.

Just at that moment, Richard lurched into the lounge doorway, gripping the frame in a vain 

attempt to stop himself slipping down onto the floor. He gazed at me with agonised eyes that tore my soul as 

I knew there was nothing I could do to save him. His throat had been torn open and blood was pouring down 

the front of his black coat, trickling in suggestive curves of red across it. As he slumped to the floor, tiny 

rivulets of blood meandered their way across the floor to mix with the chalk dust. Behind him, I could see his 

two killers, who stepped stop-motion-like towards me.

I turned and ran. With the outside hallway so narrow, I burst out of the front door and smashed 

straight into the wall opposite. Turning, not daring to risk a glance back, I dashed off down the passageway 

and burst into the stairway. I took the stairs two at a time, almost taking a tumble a couple of times. After 

what seemed like an eternity, I thrust the useless security door open and escaped into the chill of the night. As 

Richard had his car keys, I had no choice but to flee on foot, running pell-mell through the estate. There was 

nobody about, except those chavs who observed my passing in mute fascination.

Of course, I went to the police and they checked the flat, which was in a mess with Richard’s 

blood pooling on the floor where his body had fallen – but, of his body, there was no sign. With Dan missing, 

they concluded that he had to have been in league with the ‘hoodies’ who’d attacked us and that, between 

them, they had disposed of the body; only with my survival ruining their plan, Dan had had to flee. Nonsense, 

but I had no desire to contest the summation and be deemed a lunatic.

Sadly, the video camera had caught nothing of use, except Dan’s bizarre proclamation and 

Richard’s screams, as Richard had blundered into it upon his retreat, knocking it over so that it fell to the 

floor facing a grey-beige skirting board rather than filming the room.

Perhaps it was for the best...

Ends
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Last Thing

“I want to remember everything that happens.”

Those were the final words she spoke before she stabbed him in the chest. He bled out rapidly 

with a surprised look upon his face. His blood pooled beneath his body and spread across the black vinyl 

flooring in strangely coiling patterns that seemed to imply some meaning.

He had met her at a nightclub earlier in the evening, out with his mates – he had dismissed 

them when he pulled. She had looked gorgeous in a skin-tight red leather dress and waist-length black hair; 

her eyes had enticed him with their scarlet contacts. Sinister, yet sexy. Dressed in black leather, he 

complemented her perfectly as they danced to the echoing rap of The Laughing Man, London’s latest craze.

She invited him back to her flat, a promise in her grin. They never exchanged names. No 

strings attached. None at all. The place was not much to look at, a cheap council flat that didn’t quite match 

with her style; not that he minded. He only had one thing on his mind and interior decoration wasn’t it.

Leading him into the sparse bedroom, she kicked her scarlet shoes off as he tugged off his 

jacket. He couldn’t wait to watch her peel away the dress that clung to her every contour. As he waited, he 

could see a poster for The Laughing Man pinned to the wall: black with highlights of red; a sinister clown 

gazing at them with dead eyes.

She had stepped up to him and smiled with red-smeared lips, a giggle escaping them that 

seemed utterly out of keeping with her image, and she said: “The joke’s on you!”

That bemused him, but he wasn’t about to complain. As long as he got what he wanted, who 

cared? Besides, they’d both smoked plenty of pot that evening.

That was when she had spoken those final words, words that sounded alluring, not 

threatening.

As he lay on the floor, his life ebbing away, he noticed movement, two figures standing 

behind her. He had no idea who they were and died before he could clearly see them. Had he lived just a little 

longer, he might have heard her proclaim that “Death awaits those who fall into the clutches of the Laughing 

God!” although it is unlikely the words would have explained anything to him. As it was, he died mystified 

and barely aware that his life was ending.

Blood on vinyl. Black on red.

She crouched down and dipped her finger in his blood, tracing its swirl. That was the last 

thing he saw. It was over – the joke was told.
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Afterword

The Black & Red sequence takes place in 2011. Mould & Blood is set in March 2011 when the Coalition 

announced that Sure Start Centres would be cut. Black Flag, Red Flame takes place during the riots of 

August 2011. Black Night, Red Flame takes place shortly before Tricked on Hallowe’en. The remaining 

three stories – Black or Red?, Red & Black and Last Thing – take place sometime during Winter 2011.

Although the sequence was influenced in part by The Yellow Mythos and general ideas that had been 

percolating in my mind for a while and the contemporary urban setting was an excuse to explore current 

issues and attitudes, the first (and longest) of the stories, Red & Black, is actually drawn (in the tradition of 

Lovecraft) from a dream. Although the stories presented herein all occur at the scattered level of human 

perception, there is a greater depth to The Black & Red Mythos that I hope to explore in more detail one day...
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